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Pay close attention to this comprehensive
checklist before you spend your hard earned
money on incomplete or out-dated information!
Does the Kinesiology study that you are considering have:
A Comprehensive Course?

q Offer Neuro-Training and Kinesiology?
q Give you different pathways of study before you decide on a big Diploma?
q Enable you to study by the day, the module or the certificate?
q Offer an open learning system combining face to face, self study and video
study?

q Offer two Diplomas for the price of one?
q Allow you to Earn as you Learn?
q Enable you to be an independent practitioner half way through your study?
q Be a part of an International College of Neuro-Training?
q Experience training developed not only by Kinesiologists and Neuro-Trainers
but also qualified Naturopaths, Homoeopaths, Herbalists and Nutritionists?

q Offer to choose your major study in the second year?
q Combine Naturopathy, Homeopathy and Traditional Chinese Medicine
principles with Kinesiology?

Does the Kinesiology study that you are considering have:
The Approach?

q Clearly explain the difference between Kinesiology and Neurology?
q Impress on you the importance of working with Recuperation?
q Explain why suppression is the reason you need Kinesiology?
q Explain the importance of the Universal Laws and the patterns of how we all
heal?

q Use objective references such as the Model of Universal Principles?
q Have a proven working model that will guarantee a better Kinesiology
session experience?

q Know the consequences of using Kinesiology for people’s problems rather
than for anchoring solutions?

q How to position yourself to fully experience what ‘Universal Laws’ can do for
your recuperation and success in life?

q Mention the importance of your subconscious mind and its influence on
your ability to direct recuperation?

q Explain the benefits of training the nervous system, with the application of
Kinesiology, in the most congruent way?
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Does the Kinesiology study that you are considering have:
The Content?

q Offer study in Behavioural Genetics and how this relates to the outcome of a
great kinesiology session?

q Offer the latest research in Neuro-Science/Neuro-Plasticity?
q Provide you with a common sense look at the function of human behaviour
and how it can support your personal growth?

q Teach you the nine ways to monitor any muscle?
q Integrate all kinds of natural healing modalities, principles of human science
and activity?

q Offer you MAJORS in:
Behavioural Genetics
Stress and Trauma Recovery
Human Excellence
Women’s Wellness
The Universal Principles
Adaptive Neurology?

q Offer processes for dealing with long term and inherited issues?
q Have procedures that check for negative consequences to a session?
q Teach you to work only within the Laws of Nature?
q Provide you with an understanding of a congruent approach to using
Kinesiology?

q Explain how learned helplessness and survival patterns and habits
undermine most, if not all, types of recovery?

q Offer an integration of the principles of other recuperation based modalities
in a totally new format researched and confirmed by the results from
thousands of clients?

q Offer Hand Analysis, (Cheirology) the study of inherited psychological
conflicts, resources and reactions?

q Offer Face Traits, the study of inherited facial characteristics and emotional
reactions?

q Activation of your Innate Systems with no previous specialized knowledge?
Does the Kinesiology study you are considering provide you with:
The Outcome?

q Receive an Internationally recognized Diploma of Neuro-Training?
q Receive two Diplomas for the price of one (Dip of Kinesiology and Dip of NT)?
q Receive other specialized Certificates such as the “Activation Certificate”,
Recuperation Clinic Certificate” and Solution Oriented Neuro-Training
Certificate” as you work toward your Diploma?
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q Have the skills that take full advantage of your inherent resources and your
genetic strengths to support your desires and goals?

q Train you and your subconscious to express the best of your nine
intelligences?

q Offer Deep States, its experience and its profound effects?
q Offer a model that works with clients?

Physical Body Habits
Nutritional Imbalances
Emotional Stress Reactions
Psychological Misperceptions
Meridian Pathway and Chakra Dysfunctions
Energetic Imbalances
Their own or Inherited Fears and Conflicting Beliefs
Family Conflicts
Society Conflicts
Financial Challenges
Politics/Business Imbalances
Religious/Spiritual Challenges?

q Is a nationally recognised qualification in Kinesiology?
q Is provided by a Registered Training Organization and a Delegate for the
Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA)? RTO Provider 91464

q Offers a government qualification HLT52415?
Ask these nuts and bolts questions to each and everyone who offers to
deliver a Kinesiology qualification.
Consider what you want to study very seriously before you spend your
time and money on developing your new career or investing in your
personal development.

Contact us now for a 15minute review or receive our Free
Report on Solution Oriented Neuro-Training valued at $47

College of Neuro-Training:
Mobile: 0416 706 004
Here’s what others have to say:
“Neuro-Training has given me ways of removing the limitations to positive behaviours and clear thinking in
my clients. It has added greater depth to my work and created profound results”. Deborah B. Coogee NSW
“As a Neuro-Trainer and practitioner of 20 years, I have observed major changes in the lives of clients and
students. Neuro-Training has given me a solid foundation to build a thriving practice and training centre”.
Rhonda H Warragul, Victoria.
“In the 30 years I have been a practitioner and teacher, Neuro-training has proved to have the most
profound and congruent results. The differences in long-term health and recuperation, is amazing”. Jenni B
Victoria
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